PENDELETON SAYS NO
Not With Lewiston in Fight on Lower Columbia.

ACTION OF COMMERCIAL CLUB
Lewiston Wants Negro Made of Oregon Members of Congress on Fight Columbia Injunction In Oregon.

COMMITTEE EXAMINES OVER.
Fine Artwork of Washington and Nat.

MOTT CALLS MARION COUNTY DEMOCRATS TOGETHER.
W. M. REEVES, M. J. R.
THE MEN WHO SECURED CONTROL OF THE PARTY TWO YEARS AGO.

MCBAINDELL INDIES THE 1905 FAIR.
MCCAIN, F. E._--The Multnomah Board of Trade, which was organized last spring, announce the following information in connection with the first annual Fair, which will be held in the Fair Grounds, Portland, on May 21st and 22d.

A BEAUTIFUL WIFE
What suffering woman would not feel younger if she could be freed from the constant disease of breast suffering? There are thousands of women in every city whom breast glands, caused from some disease of the body, are becoming more and more difficult to bear. The greater the suffering, the greater the amount of money that is spent on doctors and medicines. The result is that the woman is often left with a great deal of suffering and expense.

WINE OF CARDUI

A delicious beverage that can be enjoyed with almost any meal. It is not only refreshing, but also contains a large amount of the "vitamin" and some of the "flavor" of wine. It is also a source of energy, and can be enjoyed with almost any meal.

THE ELIXIR OF LIFE
The secret of it revealed.

The elixir of life is made from the best fruits and vegetables. It contains all the necessary vitamins and minerals, and is rich in flavor.
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